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Abstract—This paper proposes an efficient two-stage channel
quantization and feedback scheme for the downlink limited-
feedback network multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) sys-
tem. In the first stage, the users report their best set of base-
station antenna and physical resource block combinations, and
the base-stations schedule the best user for each antenna in each
resource block. The scheduled users are then polled in the second
stage to feedback their quantized channel vectors. This paper
proposes an analytical framework to show that, under a total
feedback budget of B bits, the number of bits assigned to the
second feedback stage should scale as logB, and in quantizing
channel vectors from different base-stations, each user should
allocate feedback bits in proportion to the channel magnitudes
in dB scale. Under these optimized bit allocations, the overall
sum rate of the system is shown to scale double-logarithmically
with B, linearly with the total number of antennas, and loga-
rithmically with transmit power, thus achieving both multiuser
diversity and spatial multiplexing gains under limited feedback.
Finally, realistic wireless propagation model of an urban small-
cell deployment is used to show that the proposed scheme can
approach the performance of a network MIMO system with full
channel state information with only modest amount of channel
feedback.

Index Terms—Beamforming, channel quantization and feed-
back, coordinated multipoint (CoMP), limited-feedback systems,
multi-input multi-output (MIMO), multiuser MIMO, network
MIMO, scheduling

I. INTRODUCTION

Network multi-input multi-output (MIMO), also known as
coordinated multipoint (CoMP), is a promising future archi-
tecture for wireless cellular systems with densely deployed
base-stations [1]. By coordinating multiple cells via high-speed
backhaul, a downlink network MIMO system can be thought
of as a virtual MIMO array capable of jointly transmitting to
remote users simultaneously across the multiple base-stations.
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This virtual MIMO architecture can theoretically eliminate
intercell interference completely, thus significantly improving
the overall network throughput.

The implementation of network MIMO systems, however, is
also quite challenging due to its high demand on the network-
wide channel state information (CSI) acquisition. CSI can
be obtained in time-division-duplex (TDD) systems based on
channel reciprocity. But for frequency-division-duplex (FDD)
systems, downlink CSI must be estimated at the user terminals
then quantized and fed back to the base-stations. Further, this
has to be done not only for the direct channel between each
user and its own base-station, but also for all the indirect
channels from the interfering base-stations. The feasibility of
CSI estimation and feedback is limited in practice either by
the feedback channel capacity constraint or by the intrinsic
delay associated with feedback leading to outdated CSI [2],
[3]. Compounding this with the fact that the user scheduling
step for a network MIMO system involves a larger pool of
potential users, and that the CSI of all these users is needed
for scheduling purposes, a conventional implementation of a
channel quantization feedback scheme can quickly overwhelm
the benefit of network MIMO.

The central idea of this paper is based on the following
observation. In a limited-feedback network MIMO system
involving many users, on one hand a large number of users
need to estimate and feedback their CSI for scheduling purpose
in order to benefit from multiuser diversity. Yet on the other
hand, only a small number of users are eventually scheduled;
hence accurate CSI (which is needed for achieving spatial
diversity) is needed only from a few. For this reason, it is
inefficient to design a feedback system in which every user
quantizes its channel with equal degree of accuracy. Rather,
an optimally designed limited-feedback system should acquire
coarsely quantized channel feedback from many users in
order to benefit from multiuser diversity, then finely quantized
channel feedback from only a selected few in order to benefit
from spatial diversity for the scheduled users.

The above observation, which is already made for single-
cell multiuser MIMO systems [4], [5] (but equally applicable
in the network MIMO context) leads to the idea of two-
stage feedback, first proposed in [4]. This paper proposes a
particular two-stage feedback design, named agile scheduling-
beamforming (ASB), for a network MIMO system employ-
ing spatial multiplexing with orthogonal frequency division
multiple access (OFDMA). In the first stage of the proposed
scheme, coarse channel information is acquired from a large
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pool of users by the feedback of each user’s best set of spatial-
frequency resource blocks for scheduling. The subsequent
second stage acquires finer CSI from the scheduled users for
the purpose of designing network beamformers. Intuitively,
this scheme works because by feeding back each user’s best
set of resource blocks, the scheduler is already able to select a
set of users that form a well-conditioned diagonally dominant
channel matrix. Upon acquiring finer CSI in the second stage,
the base-stations can then proceed with zero-forcing precoding
without excessive power penalty. Note that the remaining
multiuser interference due to quantized CSI in zero-forcing
precoding can be controlled by allocating sufficient number
of feedback bits in the second stage, while multiuser diversity
is retained by allocating sufficient number of feedback bits in
the first stage.

This paper presents a design, analysis, and performance
evaluation framework for the proposed two-stage channel
quantization and feedback scheme. Our main contributions
are two fold. First, on a theoretical front, this paper makes
the design intuition mentioned above precise by showing
that the two-stage channel quantization scheme enables a
network MIMO system to achieve both multiuser diversity
and spatial diversity under limited feedback. This conclusion
is derived based on an analytical framework for optimizing
the allocation of quantization bits between the two stages
and among the different base-station-user pairs in the two-
stage feedback scheme under a flat-fading spatial multiplexed
network MIMO model. The analysis shows that asymptotically
as the total number of quantization bits B and the total number
of users tend to infinity, most of the quantization bits should
be allocated to the first stage and only logB bits should be
allocated to the second stage. Moreover, the allocation of
quantization bits among the different base-station-user pairs
should be proportional to the channel magnitude in the dB
scale. Using these optimized bit allocation laws, the system
sum rate can be shown to scale double logarithmically with
B, linear with the number of antennas, and logarithmically
with SNR, thus achieving both multiuser diversity and spatial
diversity gains.

Second, this paper considers a practical spatial multiplex-
ing and frequency-selective setting under a network MIMO-
OFDMA model in which the users are scheduled across both
the spatial and the frequency dimensions using a proportional
fairness scheduler to allow the maximization of network utility.
This paper makes design choices under practical deployment
scenarios, and evaluates the overall system using realistic ray-
tracing-based wireless propagation models in actual urban
environments [6]. The use of these realistic models is a
distinct feature of this paper, and it enables the generation
of rate maps that illustrate the impact of limited feedback on
practical network MIMO deployment. The simulation results
using realistic channel models show that the proposed two-
stage feedback scheme can already approach the performance
of network MIMO with perfect CSI using only modest amount
of channel feedback.

A. Literature Review

The acquisition of CSI is a challenging issue for multiuser
limited-feedback systems. The design of beamforming and
scheduling algorithms that can efficiently utilize the rate-
limited feedback channel has attracted a great deal of research
[4], [5], [7]–[17]. Many of these works deal with the single-
cell multiuser MIMO setting, but are equally applicable to the
multicell network MIMO model.

Most of the multiuser scheduling and beamforming algo-
rithms in the literature fall into one of the following two
categories. The first line of work, as in [7]–[9], assumes fixed
orthogonal beamforming codebooks. The users feedback the
index of the beam with the highest signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) along with the corresponding SINR
value. The base-station then selects the user with the highest
SINR on each beam and eventually uses the same orthogonal
beams for downlink transmission. Because of the opportunistic
nature of this approach, this paper refers these schemes as
orthogonal/opportunistic beamforming (OBF).

In the second approach, as in [5], [10], [12], the users explic-
itly quantize and feedback the channel direction information
(CDI) along with certain channel quality indicators (CQI).
The base-station then uses this information for scheduling
and beamforming. One of the well-known and practically
feasible scheduling-beamforming algorithms is the greedy user
selection with zero-forcing beamforming [10]. This combined
scheduling-beamforming approach is referred to as the zero-
forcing beamforming (ZFBF) approach in this paper.

Each of these two schemes have their merits and disad-
vantages. The main advantage of the OBF approach lies in
the simplicity of its scheduling algorithm. The OBF scheme,
however, suffers from the low accuracy of the quantized chan-
nel information. The accuracy of the quantized information
can be improved using a variation of the OBF approach as
presented in [11], where a collection of orthogonal codebooks
is used instead of a single codebook, but it still tends to
have inferior performance as compared to ZFBF. The authors
of [5] numerically compare the performance of ZFBF with
the performance of OBF proposed by [11] in term of the
downlink sum rate under a total feedback rate constraint. The
comparison reveals that ZFBF achieves a higher sum rate than
OBF for realistic systems with finite number of users. As
OBF is easier to implement than ZFBF, there appears to be a
tradeoff between the superior performance of ZFBF and the
lower computational complexity of OBF.

This paper is inspired by both the OBF and the ZFBF
approaches. We aim to retain the simplicity of OBF while
improving its performance using the ZFBF ideas. Recall that
the OBF scheme in [11] involves a library of orthogonal
beamforming codebooks constructed at the base-station; each
user reports its best beamformers across the codebooks; the
best orthogonal codebook among all codebooks in the library
is then chosen. The present paper also utilizes a fixed set of
orthogonal beamformers just as in OBF. But unlike the one-
stage feedback scheme of [8], [11], this paper suggests that a
subsequent second stage that refines the channel quantization
can significantly improve the overall performance.
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More specifically, this paper proposes a two-stage feedback
mechanism that achieves a performance comparable to the
ZFBF scheme with an implementation complexity comparable
to the OBF scheme. The main idea is to decompose the
feedback process into two stages that are separately used for
scheduling and beamforming. The first stage is similar to the
OBF scheme, where the base-station schedules users based on
their SINR feedback values. In the second stage, the scheduled
users are asked to explicitly quantize and feedback their
channel directions. The base-station then uses the quantized
directions to form zero-forcing beamforming vectors that are
eventually used for downlink transmission.

The idea of two-stage beamforming and scheduling has
been previously considered in [4], but the first-stage feedback
proposed in [4] consists of a coarse channel quantization by
every user, rather than the more efficient scheme proposed
here where each user reports only the best set of spatial-
frequency resource blocks. Thus, the algorithm in [4] has
a user-scheduling stage which has the same computational
complexity as ZFBF. In contrast, our approach offers an OBF-
like scheduling complexity in the first stage, which is much
more efficient than the scheduling process in ZFBF. Yet,
simulations show that the performance of the proposed scheme
is as good as ZFBF, making the proposed scheme a viable
candidate for practical implementation.

This paper analyzes the performance of the proposed chan-
nel feedback scheme for the network MIMO systems by
assuming a limit on the total number of available feedback bits
throughout the network. An analytical framework is developed
for optimizing the feedback bit allocation between the two
stages and also the bit allocation associated with quantizing
direct vs. interference channels. The latter problem can be
considered as an extension of the work [18], which considers
a single-user per-cell model. The feedback bit allocation
problem for the multiuser MIMO system has also been studied
in [16], [17], [19].

The beamforming-scheduling algorithms discussed here are
deterministic in nature, i.e., there is no probabilistic contention
between users in accessing the feedback channel. In particu-
lar, in the OFDMA context, this paper treats the frequency
resource the same way as the spatial resource, and applies
the two-stage scheme to the entire spatial-frequency grid.
The approach of this paper is different from and is easier to
implement than the contention and threshold-based schemes of
[13]–[15], [20] in which the users vie for the scheduling slots,
because the creation of a contention channel is not necessarily
straightforward. When restricted to OFDMA systems, the first
stage of the approach proposed in this paper can be seen to
be similar to that in [21].

Finally, there are also many works in the literature consider-
ing the interpolation, clustering, and grouping of beamformers
across the OFDM tones for channel feedback purposes [22]–
[24]. Many of these techniques can be applied on top of the
schemes proposed here, so they are not explicitly considered
in the present paper. Further, this paper considers the problem
of channel quantization only. Channel estimation error and the
issue of channel feedback delay [25] are not explicitly treated
for simplicity purposes.

B. Organization of the Paper

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The limited-
feedback network MIMO channel model is presented in Sec-
tion II. The proposed two-stage feedback scheme is first pre-
sented for the flat-fading case in Section III, and subsequently
optimized for sum-rate maximization in Section IV, where
analytical results on the scaling laws of the optimal allocation
of feedback bits are also derived. In Section V, the proposed
feedback scheme is generalized to the frequency-selective
OFDMA setup under weighted sum-rate maximization. Simu-
lation results based on both idealized channel models and on
a realistic urban deployment are presented in Section V. The
paper concludes with Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model consists of I base-stations each with
M antennas and a total of J single-antenna users uniformly
distributed within the network boundaries. We assume a typical
deployment with J � MI . All the users within the network
share a common CSI feedback channel with a total capacity
of B bits per fading block.

Let us define I def
= {1, 2, · · · , I} and J def

= {1, 2, · · · , J}
as the index sets for the base-stations and users. The channel
vector from base-station i to user j, denoted by gij∈CM , is
defined as

gij =
√
αijhij , (1)

where hij∈CM has i.i.d. CN (0, 1) entries and models the
Rayleigh fading component and

αij =
G0

1 + (dij/δ)ζ
(2)

denotes the path-loss component [2]. Here, dij is the distance
between base-station i and user j, G0 is the transmission
gain, δ is the 3dB breakpoint distance, and ζ is the path-loss
exponent. Finally, the collective channel vector of user j from
all base-stations is denoted by g

j
∈CMI :

g
j
=
[
gT1j ,g

T
2j , · · · ,gTIj

]T
. (3)

This paper first considers the flat-fading channel model. The
frequency-selective case under an OFDMA framework is
treated in the second part of this paper.

Consider the system downlink in a network MIMO mode,
where the I base-stations cooperatively transmit to multiple
users at the same time. With a collective number of MI anten-
nas, a maximum of MI users can be supported in the down-
link. The exact method of choosing those users depends on
the scheduling algorithm and is described in the next section.
Let us denote the scheduling function by π(·) :M×I → J
and the scheduled users by π(mi), where the double index
mi belongs toM×I andM def

= {1, 2, · · · ,M}. The intrinsic
receiver noise power is normalized to 1. With this notation, the
received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at user
π(mi) can be expressed as SINRπ(mi) = Nπ(mi)

/
Dπ(mi),
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where

Nπ(mi)
def
= ρ

∣∣∣∣∣∑
k∈I

g†kπ(mi)vkπ(mi)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(4)

Dπ(mi)
def
= ρ

∑
j 6=π(mi)

∣∣∣∣∣∑
k∈I

g†kπ(mi)vkj

∣∣∣∣∣
2

+ 1. (5)

Here, ρ def
= P

MI , P is the transmit power at each base-station,
and vkj is the beamforming vector used at base-station k ∈ I
to transmit the data corresponding to user j ∈ J .

Note that for simplicity, we adopt a network-wide power
constraint, rather than a more realistic per-base-station or per-
antenna power constraint, as otherwise the beamforming de-
sign problem would become considerably more complicated.
Note also that we do not employ downlink power control, and
implicitly assume a fully loaded system that schedules as many
users as there are antennas. These are reasonable assumptions
for a fully coordinated network MIMO system. Finally, this
paper restricts attention to the case of single antenna at the
user side. The generalization to the case where the users
have multiple antennas is straightforward only if fixed receive
beamforming is used with only a single data stream per user.
The impact of the optimization of receive beamformers on
channel feedback design is not trivial and is left for future
studies.

With the above notations, the achievable downlink rate for
the scheduled user is given by

Rπ(mi) = log(1 + SINRπ(mi)). (6)

The objective is to design an efficient user scheduling and
beamforming scheme to maximize some utility function of the
user rates under the rate constraints on the feedback link. We
begin with a sum-rate objective, then subsequently generalize
to account for user fairness.

III. TWO-STAGE ASB FOR SUM-RATE MAXIMIZATION

We begin by describing the two-stage channel quantization
and feedback scheme for a network MIMO system under a
sum-rate maximization objective and on flat-fading channels.
The reason for focusing on the sum rate and on flat-fading
channels is that the resulting ASB scheme is more amenable
to scaling law analysis. Subsequent generalization to the
OFDMA setting and to account for fairness among the users
is presented in Section V.

Prior to the CSI feedback, the base-stations are assumed
to transmit pilot signals that allow the users to estimate their
channels from all base-stations. This paper primarily focuses
on the design of channel feedback mechanism, so issues such
as pilot signal design, pilot bandwidth consumption, and pilot
contamination are not treated directly here. For simplicity, the
rest of this paper assumes that the channels are estimated
perfectly at the mobile users for each fading block, and
focuses attention on how to best utilize the rate-limited channel
feedback link.

All the users in the network are assumed to share a common
feedback channel with a capacity of B bits per fading block.
The proposed two-stage feedback mechanism is named ASB,
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Fig. 1. Two-stage feedback mechanism.

because it is able to schedule the right set of users then feed-
back their channels in an agile manner. As shown in Fig. 1, the
feedback process is divided into two stages, each consuming
B1 and B2 bits respectively such that B1+B2 = B. The two
stages are used separately for scheduling and beamforming
purposes as described below.

A. Scheduling Process

In the first feedback stage, each user estimates its chan-
nel from each antenna of each base-station and feeds back
log(MI) bits as the index of the antenna with the largest chan-
nel magnitude along with the magnitude itself. The channel
magnitude information is assumed unquantized here1. When
there are a large number of users in the network, each antenna
is likely to have multiple users reporting it as their best
antenna. In this case, the base-station schedules the user with
the largest channel magnitude on each of its antennas.

The proposed per-antenna scheduling scheme is motivated
by the orthogonal codebook approach in the literature [8],
[11], where each user reports the best beamforming codeword
within a library of codebooks. The proposed scheme here
essentially adopts a set of trivial orthogonal beamforming
codewords (i.e., columns of an identity matrix), with the
rationale that the initial choice of orthogonal beamformers is
not crucial, since a subsequent second-stage will refine the
transmit beamformer design. The use of orthogonal set of
beamformers ensures that the scheduled users (each of whom
reports one of the orthogonal beamformers as its best) are
likely to be almost orthogonal themselves.

It should be noted that the two-stage feedback scheme
proposed in this paper differs from that in [4] only in this first
stage. The first stage of [4] implements a direct quantization
of the channel then searches over the best set of users under
ZFBF. One of the main points of this paper is that the simple
ranking-based per-antenna scheduling scheme described above
can already perform very well, at a considerable complexity
saving as compared to [4].

The proposed channel feedback scheme for scheduling is
reminiscent of the general distributed source coding setup in
which multiple correlated sources are encoded at multiple in-
dependent encoders and reconstructed at a centralized decoder,
i.e., lossy version of Slepian-Wolf coding. This connection
was first made in [26] where the channel quantizer design
problem for maximizing multiuser diversity is first posed. In
contrast to a typical Slepian-Wolf setup where the sources
are correlated, in the multiuser channel quantization problem,
the channels for the multiple users are independent, but the

1This is a reasonable assumption, especially when MI is large, because the
magnitudes are scalar, so only a small number of bits are required to quantize
the channel magnitude information as compared to the channel direction. This
assumption is commonly adopted in the feedback literature; see e.g., [11].
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distortion function (which aims to select the best set of
users to schedule) is highly coupled across the users. The
ranking-based per-antenna feedback scheme is well suited for
the scheduling problem, because in some sense the eventual
distortion function (which aims to select the best user) is
“matched” by each user’s quantization scheme (which selects
the best antenna).

Given B1 feedback bits in the first stage, the total number
of users that can participate in this process is given by

U =
B1

log(MI)
, (7)

which can be randomly chosen from the pool of J users in
the network ensuring that each user gets an equal share. The
reason for choosing only a subset of users to participate in the
first stage is because the incremental benefit of selecting from
a larger set of users eventually diminishes. We later optimize
B1 to ensure multiuser diversity is achieved, while still leaving
sufficient number of bits for the second stage. Assuming that
the user channels are drawn from an i.i.d. distribution, exactly
which subset of users is chosen is not important, as far as
sum-capacity scaling is concerned.

Denote the set of such users by U . Let Umi ⊂ U be the
set of users who report the mth antenna of base-station i
as having the strongest channel. Let gij,m denote the scalar
channel magnitude from the mth antenna of base-station i to
user j, i.e., the mth entry of the channel vector gij . The user
scheduled for the mth antenna of base-station i is determined
as follows:

π(mi) = arg max
j∈Umi

|gij,m| ≈ argmax
j∈U
|gij,m| . (8)

We denote the set of MI scheduled users by U?⊆U . Clearly
|U?| =MI .

Note that the scheduling algorithm described above is
based on a sum-rate maximization objective (assuming that
interference can be properly controlled in the second stage).
We deal with the sum-rate objective first, because it is more
amenable to analysis. The user scheduling rule can be modified
to account for additional system objectives such as fairness,
as developed in Section V of the paper.

B. Beamforming Process

After completing the scheduling process, the MI scheduled
users are then polled by the base-stations to explicitly quantize
and feedback their CSI in the second stage. This information
is used for calculating a zero-forcing downlink network-wide
beamformer. Assuming equal bit allocation among the users,
given total of B2 bits in the second stage, each of the MI
scheduled users receives a share of

b
def
=

B2

MI
(9)

bits for quantizing its channel vectors from all base-stations.
Now, consider an arbitrary user j ∈ U?. In general, it

should use different codebooks (of potentially different sizes)
to quantize its channel from different base-stations. Let Ckj
denote the codebook used for quantizing the channel direction
ĝkj = gkj/‖gkj‖ from base-station k to user j and let
bkj be the corresponding number of quantization bits, i.e.,

bkj
def
= log |Ckj |, we have∑

k∈I

bkj = b. (10)

Also let ukj denote the quantized direction corresponding to
ĝkj :

ukj
def
= arg max

w∈Ckj

∣∣w†ĝkj∣∣ , (11)

where (·)† denotes conjugate transpose. With this notation, the
quantized version of the overall channel vector g

j
, denoted by

g̃
j
, is formed as follows:

g̃
j

def
=
[
g̃T1j , g̃

T
2j , · · · , g̃TIj

]T
, (12)

where
g̃kj

def
= rkje

iθkjukj , (13)

and rkj
def
= ‖gkj‖ cosφkj , φkj

def
= ∠(ĝkj ,ukj), and θkj

def
=

phase(ĝ†kjukj). It is easy to verify that as the codebook sizes
increase and φkj’s diminish to zero, g̃

j
approaches the actual

channel g
j
.

It should be noted that the mere feedback of the channel
directions ĝkj is not sufficient by itself. The users should also
feedback the magnitude and phase information, rkj and θkj ,
so that the base-stations can form the quantized vector g̃

j
.

However, as magnitude and phase are scalar variables and can
be quantized and reconstructed using only a few quantization
bits, we can assume in the analysis that this information is
unquantized and focus on the quantization bit allocation for
the channel directions ĝkj . Again, this is a commonly adopted
assumption in the literature (see e.g., [10]), and it can be
justified by the fact that an optimal quantizer for beamforming
vectors of dimension n should allocate most of the bits to
quantizing the direction, and only roughly 1/n of the total
bits to quantizing the magnitude; see [16], [17] for a more
detailed analysis.

Note that although each of the channel directions ĝkj =
gkj/‖gkj‖ is uniformly distributed on the complex unit hy-
persphere, the direction of the overall channel ĝj = g

j
/‖g

j
‖

is not uniform. This is due to the fact that the channels from
different base-stations have different path-loss components,
therefore the entries of the overall channel vector g

j
are not

identically distributed. As a result one cannot use a single
uniform codebook for quantizing g

j
; instead we should use

independent uniform codebooks for quantizing gkj’s and form
the quantized g

j
by stacking up the quantized gkj’s.

With the quantized vector channel information available at
the base-stations, the unit-norm downlink beams vj’s for the
scheduled users j ∈ U? can now be formed as the zero-forcing
directions for the quantized channel vectors g̃

j
. We write vj =[

vT1j ,v
T
2j , · · · ,vTIj

]T
, where vkj denotes the beam used at

base-station k for transmitting user j’s data.
Consider a user s ∈ U? among the scheduled users. Due

to the imperfect CSI, the designed zero-forcing beams cannot
completely cancel out the multiuser interference. User s will
therefore experience interference from the signals intended for
users j 6= s. By applying the zero-forcing principle and after
some calculations, one can bound such interference in the
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average sense as follows:

E

∣∣∣∣∣∑
k∈I

g†ksvkj

∣∣∣∣∣
2
 ≤ E

[∑
k∈I

‖gks‖2 sin2 φks

]
(14)

≤ E

[∑
k∈I

‖gks‖2 2−bks/(M−1)
]
, (15)

where in deriving (15), we have used the bound for the
quantization error with respect to the quantization codebook
size as described in [12], and the fact that the channels
from each base-station are quantized independently, so the
contributions from the quantization errors of different channels
are added together. The bound in (15) is used in the next
section to analyze and optimize the system performance.

IV. ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION OF ASB

The scheduling rule of the ASB scheme discussed in the
previous section is designed with a sum-rate objective and
for flat-fading channels. This allows analytical scaling laws
to be derived for the optimal feedback bit allocation among
the two stages and for the overall sum rate. The derivation of
the scaling laws depends on an approximation to the sum rate
(called virtual sum rate) and a further optimization of ASB
under the virtual sum rate objective.

A. Virtual Sum Rate

Based on the rate expression for the individual users (6), the
expected sum rate for the multicell system can be expressed
as:

R =MIE log(1 + SINRπ(mi)). (16)

This sum-rate expression is not so amenable to analysis. For
analytic tractability, this paper first upper bounds this sum-rate
expression using Jensen’s inequality as:

R ≤MI log
(
1 + E

[
SINRπ(mi)

])
, (17)

then uses a modified performance measure, referred to as the
virtual sum rate. First, define the virtual SINR as

S̃INR =
E
[
Nπ(mi)

]
E
[
Dπ(mi)

] , (18)

where Nπ(mi) and Dπ(mi) are defined in (4) and (5). Then,
the virtual sum rate can be defined as

R̃ =MI log(1 + S̃INR)]. (19)

Clearly R̃ is only an approximation to the actual sum rate. We
provide a justification for the approximation in the Appendix.

We further approximate and bound the expressions for
Nπ(mi) and Dπ(mi) as follows. First, we argue that the
scheduling rule in (8) guarantees the scheduled users’ chan-
nels to be almost orthogonal in CMI . Assuming reasonably
accurate CSI feedback in the second stage, the corresponding
zero-forcing beams are therefore expected to be almost aligned
with the users’ channels. We can therefore use the following

approximation for Nπ(mi):

Nπ(mi)=ρ

∣∣∣∣∣∑
k∈I

g†kπ(mi)vkπ(mi)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

=ρ
∣∣∣g†
π(mi)

vπ(mi)

∣∣∣2 (20)

≈ρ
∥∥∥g

π(mi)

∥∥∥2 =ρ∑
k∈I

∥∥gkπ(mi)∥∥2 . (21)

Therefore,

E
[
Nπ(mi)

]
≈ ρ

∑
k∈I

E
[
λkπ(mi)

]
, (22)

where
λkπ(mi)

def
=
∥∥gkπ(mi)∥∥2 . (23)

Also, considering (15) and (5) and summing over MI − 1
scheduled indices j 6= π(mi), we have

E
[
Dπ(mi)

]
< 1+ρMIE

[∑
k∈I

∥∥gkπ(mi)∥∥2 2−bkπ(mi)/(M−1)

]
.

(24)
Combining (22) and (24), we achieve the following lower

bound for the virtual SINR:

S̃INR ≥
ρ
∑
k∈I E

[
λkπ(mi)

]
1 + ρMIE

[∑
k∈I λkπ(mi)2

−bkπ(mi)/(M−1)
] . (25)

We can now use the virtual SINR lower bound in (25) as
the objective for optimizing ASB. In particular, we optimize
the feedback bit allocation in ASB in two levels:

1) CSI quantization bit allocation problem: optimizing the
number of bits bkπ(mi) used in the second stage to quan-
tize the channels from different base-stations to each
user as a function of channel magnitudes

∥∥gkπ(mi)∥∥ sub-
ject to the constraint

∑
k∈I bkπ(mi) = b = B2/(MI).

2) Beamforming-scheduling bit allocation problem: opti-
mizing the bit allocation between the first and the second
stages subject to the constraint B1 +B2 = B.

The optimized bit allocation will also reveal the scaling of the
sum-rate with respect to the total feedback bits.

B. CSI Quantization Bit Allocation

The optimal bit allocation problem in the second stage,
which can be stated as a maximization of the SINR lower
bound (25) subject to a sum bit constraint, can also be equiv-
alently stated as a minimization of the residual interference in
the denominator of (25):

min
bkπ(mi)

1≤k≤I

∑
k∈I

λkπ(mi)2
−bkπ(mi)/(M−1) (26)

s.t.
∑
k∈I

bkπ(mi) = b, bkπ(mi) ≥ b0, (27)

where b0
def
= logM is the minimum number of bits required

for quantizing an M -dimensional channel vector. Using a La-
grangian technique, it is easy to see that the above optimization
problem has a waterfilling-type solution as follows:

bkπ(mi) = b0 + (M − 1)

(
log

λkπ(mi)

µ

)+

, (28)

where the Lagrange multiplier µ > 0 is chosen such that∑
k∈I bkπ(mi) = b. The bit allocation rule (28) shows that
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the scheduled user π(mi) should allocate its CSI quantization
bits in proportion to the logarithm of the channel magnitudes
λkπ(mi).

If B2 and therefore b are large enough, this bit allocation
can be approximated as follows:

bkπ(mi) ≈
b

I
+ (M − 1) log

λkπ(mi)

G
(
λkπ(mi)

∣∣
k∈I

) , (29)

where G
(
λkπ(mi)

∣∣
k∈I

)
denotes the geometric mean of{

λkπ(mi)
}
k∈I . Thus, in the second stage, the number of bits

devoted to quantizing the channels to different base-stations
should be a constant plus a term which is proportional to the
expected channel magnitude in dB scale.

C. Approximating the Virtual SINR

We now use a series of approximations to simplify the
virtual SINR expression in order to derive the optimal bit
allocation between the scheduling and beamforming stages.
First, by substituting the optimal bit allocation (29) back
into the objective function in (26), we obtain the following
expression for residual interference:∑

k∈I

λkπ(mi)2
−bkπ(mi)/(M−1)

= IG
(
λkπ(mi)

∣∣
k∈I

)
2−b/((M−1)I) (30)

Substitute the above into the denominator of the virtual SINR
lower bound in (25), we see that the denominator satisfies

1 + ρMI2E
[
G
(
λkπ(mi)

∣∣
k∈I

)]
2−b/(M−1)I

≤ 1 + ρMI2G
(
E
[
λkπ(mi)

] ∣∣
k∈I

)
2−b/(M−1)I , (31)

where we have used the Jensen’s inequality and the concavity
of the geometric mean with respect to its arguments. If we
define βki

def
= E

[
λkπ(mi)

]
, and combine (31) and (25), we

obtain the following lower bound for the virtual SINR:

S̃INR ≥
ρ
∑
k∈I βki

1 + ρMI2βi 2
−b/((M−1)I)

, (32)

where βi
def
= G

(
βki
∣∣
k∈I

)
for notation convenience.

Further, since

λkπ(mi) =
∥∥gkπ(mi)∥∥2 ≥ ∣∣gkπ(mi),m∣∣2 . (33)

we have βki = E
[
λkπ(mi)

]
≥ χki, where χki

def
=

E
[∣∣gkπ(mi),m∣∣2]. Considering this notation and noting that

the lower bound in (32) is monotonic in βki, we have

S̃INR ≥
ρ
∑
k∈I χki

1 + ρMI2χi 2
−b/((M−1)I) , (34)

where χi is the geometric mean of {χki}k∈I . Finally, accord-
ing to the scheduling rule in (8), we have χii ≥ χki, ∀k ∈ I.
Therefore, χi ≤ χii and clearly

∑
k∈I χki ≥ χii. Combining

these with the expression in (34), we obtain a simplified lower
bound for the virtual SINR:

S̃INR ≥ ρχii
1 + ρMI2χii 2−b/((M−1)I)

. (35)

We plan to maximize this lower bound (35) with respect to
the bit allocation between the scheduling and beamforming

stages subject to the constraint B1 + B2 = B. For this
purpose, we go back to the scheduling rule in (8) and note
that since the scheduled user is chosen among |U| users, i.e.,
it is approximately true that∣∣giπ(mi),m∣∣ = max

j∈U
|gij,m| , (36)

where U is the set of users participating in the first feed-
back stage with |U| = B1/ log(MI), then χii, being the
maximum among |µU | random variables, must scale as
ln (B1/log(MI)).

But, χii appears in both the numerator and the denominator
of (35). To obtain a lower bound on S̃INR, we note that the
function x

1+ax is monotonic in x, and bound χii as follows.
Define Ui as the subset of users in U that reside in cell i, then
clearly∣∣giπ(mi),m∣∣ ≥ max

j∈Ui
|gij,m| ≥

√
αdmax

j∈Ui
|hij,m| , (37)

where
αd =

G0

1 + (C/δ)ζ
(38)

is the highest path-loss possible within the boundaries of cell
i, where C is the cell radius. By taking the expectation of both
sides of (37), we obtain

χii = E
[∣∣giπ(mi),m∣∣2] ≥ αdE [max

j∈Ui
|hij,m|2

]
(39)

(a)
≈ αd ln |Ui|

(b)
= αd ln

B1

I log(MI)
, (40)

where (b) is due to the fact that |Ui| = |U|/I and the
approximation (a) uses the result in [7] regarding the behavior
of the maximum of multiple independent exponential random
variables.

Now, noting that the lower bound in (35) is monotonic in
χii and using (40) and (9), we obtain the following lower
bound on the virtual SINR in terms of B1 and B2:

S̃INR ≥
ραd ln

(
B1

I log(MI)

)
1 + ρMI2αd ln

(
B1

I log(MI)

)
2
− B2
M(M−1)I2

. (41)

The above expression illustrates the tradeoff between allo-
cating feedback bits to the first stage vs. the second stage.
More bits for the first-stage enlarges the set of candidate users,
resulting in a higher expected signal power due to multiuser
diversity (although it also increases the expected interference
power). More bits for the second stage improves orthogonality,
hence it reduces interference. The former scales as ln(B1)
due to the scaling behavior in selecting the best channel
among a set of independent random variables. The latter scales
as 2−αB2 due to the behavior of the rate-distortion tradeoff
in quantization theory. The above expression suggests that
an optimal (B1, B2) exists for maximizing the approximate
virtual SINR.

D. Optimizing Scheduling-Beamforming Bit Allocation
We can now directly maximize the SINR lower bound (41)

under a total feedback bit constraint B:

max S̃INR
s.t. B1 +B2 = B. (42)
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Using the Lagrangian multiplier method, we see that the
solution to this optimization problem is at where

∂S̃INR
∂B1

=
∂S̃INR
∂B2

. (43)

After some algebraic manipulation, it is not difficult to arrive
at the following condition for the optimal values of B1 and
B2: {

ραd ln 2
M−1 B1(lnB1 − κ)2 = 2

B2
M(M−1)I2

B1 +B2 = B
(44)

where κ = ln(I log(MI)).
We can further simplify the bit allocation results by assum-

ing an asymptotic regime where B →∞. In doing so, we get
the following asymptotic bit allocations:

B1
.
= B (45)

B2
.
=M(M − 1)I2 logB, (46)

where the notation x
.
= y means limB→∞ x/y = 1. These

results show that as the total feedback rate increases, higher
percentage of bits should be used for the scheduling stage. In
particular, the ratio B2/B behaves as logB/B as B →∞.

The above result essentially states that one only needs B2
.
=

M(M − 1)I2 logB bits to drive the interference term in the
S̃INR expression to zero. This can be seen by substituting the
asymptotic bit allocations into the lower bound (41). It is easy
to verify that the interference term in (41) goes down to zero
as B →∞, since

ρMI2αd ln

(
B1

I log(MI)

)
2
− B2
M(M−1)I2

.
= ρMI2αd

logB

B
.

(47)
All the rest of the feedback bits should be devoted to the first
stage.

With this asymptotically optimal bit allocation, the SINR
now scales as

S̃INR .
= ραd ln

(
B

I log(MI)

)
. (48)

Substituting this into the virtual rate expression (19), we obtain

R̃
.
=MI log(ραd) +MI log logB. (49)

This R̃ is proportional to MI but also scales double-
logarithmically with B. The linear scaling with MI suggests
that the proposed scheme achieves the spatial multiplexing
gain of the network MIMO system. The double-logarithmic
scaling with B suggests that the multiuser diversity gain,
corresponding to selecting the best user among B candidate
users, is also realized under the proposed limited-feedback
scheme. Note that since each user requires at least one bit
feedback, the log logB is the best possible scaling in B under
limited feedback.

E. Summary of Scaling Law Analysis

To summarize the scaling law process, we start with the
virtual SINR bound (25) and optimize the per-channel quan-
tization bit allocation in order to minimize the residual inter-
ference in the denominator of (25). The resulting interference
is expressed in terms of the geometric mean of the direct and

interfering channel magnitudes in (30), which is then upper-
bounded by the magnitude of the direct channel in (34) and
(35). We then use the scheduling rule to express the direct
channel magnitude in terms of the number of scheduling
feedback bits in (40). This leads to the bound in (41), which
in turn is used to optimize the bit allocation between the two
feedback stages and to derive the overall system performance.

Our main results are:
1) We derive asymptotic scheduling-beamforming bit al-

location laws (45) and (46) showing that most of the
feedback bits should be assigned to the scheduling
stage. The fraction of bits assigned to the beamforming
feedback stage should scale as logB/B.

2) We derive the CSI bit allocation rules (28) and (29),
which show that in the second stage, each scheduled
user should allocate its feedback bit budget in proportion
to the logarithm of the channel magnitudes from base-
stations.

3) Finally, we use the optimized bit allocations to show
that the overall sum-rate is proportional to the total
number of base-station antennas, and scales double-
logarithmically with B as B →∞.

These conclusions are reached using a series of approxima-
tions on the SINR expression and via asymptotic analysis.
They are meant to convey the scaling law only. In spite of
the many simplifications and approximate bounds used in
the derivation process, simulation results presented in Section
VI show that these scaling laws give remarkably accurate
predictions of the optimal bit allocations.

V. ASB FOR NETWORK MIMO-OFDMA SYSTEMS

The preceding section focuses on the theoretical perfor-
mance scaling for the proposed ASB scheme. In order to
derive tractable results, simplifying assumptions (along with
quite a few approximations) have been made. In particular,
the sum rate is used as the system objective, so no fairness
is considered. Also, a flat fading channel model is assumed.
Further, the optimal bit allocation law is a consequence of
the statistics of the maximum of a set of independent channel
magnitudes, so it highly depends on the fading statistics of the
underlying channel.

The goal of this section is to generalize the ASB algorithm
to a practical network MIMO setup with frequency-selective
channels, which also requires fair rate provisioning among the
users. Toward this end, a combined spatial multiplexing and
OFDMA setting for the MIMO frequency-selective channel is
considered in which the users are scheduled across both the
spatial and frequency dimensions. Moreover, a proportional
fairness scheduler is incorporated to allow the maximization
of a suitable network utility. Given the complexity of such
a system, we no longer hope to derive analytical results but
instead provide design guidelines for the optimal allocation
of quantization bits under practical deployment scenarios. A
feature of this paper is that our overall design is evaluated
using realistic wireless propagation models in actual urban
environments [6] to assess the impact of limited feedback on
practical network MIMO-OFDMA deployments.
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Fig. 2. CSI matrix. Two different colors show the best three (antenna,sub-
band) pairs for two different users.

A. Network MIMO-OFDMA Model

Consider a MIMO-OFDMA transmission system across
multiple base-stations, in which the total system bandwidth is
divided into sub-carriers, and sub-carriers within the coherence
bandwidth are grouped into physical resource blocks (PRBs).
To reduce the channel feedback rate, every K adjacent PRBs
are further grouped into what we call a sub-band. Assuming
that there are a total number of N PRBs, this results in
Ns = N/K sub-bands in the system. The sub-band size
determines the resolution of the users’ CSI feedback over
the frequency domain. We now propose the generalization of
the two-stage agile scheduling beamforming algorithm for the
network MIMO-OFDMA system as follows.

B. First-Stage CSI Feedback

The goal of first-stage CSI feedback is to obtain a coarse
quantization of the channels from a large pool of users for
scheduling purpose. As before, we adopt a mechanism in
which a set of orthogonal beamforming vectors are fixed
across the entire network MIMO system, then each user reports
its best set of sub-channels over all spatial and frequency
dimensions. Again, the initial set of orthogonal beamformers
can be arbitrary, so a simple identity matrix can serve as the
initial beamforming matrix, in which case each user’s spatial-
frequency CSI is simply a two-dimensional matrix consisting
of the channel responses from each of the antennas at each of
the base-stations on each of the sub-bands. This is an MI×Ns
matrix as shown in Fig. 2.

To efficiently send a coarse quantization of each user’s
sub-channels to the base-stations, we propose a first-stage
quantization mechanism in which U users in the network are
asked to rank their spatial-frequency sub-channels in the CSI
matrix according to some scheduling criterion, then send back
the indices and some measure of qualities of the S best sub-
channels. This is in contrast to the previous flat-fading case
where S = 1. This feedback design is justified by the fact
that at most one user will eventually be scheduled in each of
the spatial-frequency sub-channels, so for each user only the
CSI from the best few sub-channels would likely be useful.
For example, Fig. 2 shows the best S = 3 entries for two
different users marked by different colors. With this setup, the
first stage consumes

B1 = US log2(MINs) bits (50)

for feeding back the sub-channel indices. This information
is used for the scheduling of users on the available spatial-
frequency resource blocks. The scheduling procedure needs to
take fairness and user priorities into account, and is described
in detail below.

C. Scheduling Criterion

Most practical scheduling algorithms are based on selecting
the user with the maximum weighted achievable rate, where
the weights wu are chosen according to some higher level
protocols. For example, in a proportional fairness scheduler,
the weights are set to be reciprocal to each user’s respective
long-term average rate. The weights can also depend on the
backlog queue length of each user. Thus, an efficient use of
the first-stage feedback is to let each user rank sub-channels
in the CSI matrix according to an estimate of the weighted
rate.

The proposed scheduling mechanism uses the following
quantity as an estimate of weighted rate. Let hmisu denote the
scalar channel from antenna m on base-station i to user u on
sub-band s. The approximate weighted rate for the scheduled
user at the antenna-sub-band pair (mi, s) is:

γmisu = wu log

(
1 +

ρ|hmisu|2

1 + ρ
∑

(nj) 6=(mi) |hnjsu|2

)
(51)

where wu is the weight for user u. In essence, this surrogate
rate expression assumes that useful information is carried
only on one antenna, and all other antennas contribute to
the interference. However imperfect such an estimate of the
weighted rate may be, it nonetheless gives some relative
measure of the desirability of scheduling a particular user
on the sub-channel in question. Given that hmisu is the only
information each user has access to, this choice of channel
quality measure is reasonable.

With the surrogate rate defined in (51), the scheduling
operation can now be carried out as follows:

π(mi, s) = arg max
u∈Umi,s

γmisu (52)

where Umi,s is the set of users who have reported on the
(antenna, sub-band) pair (mi, s). This is in contrast to the
previous sum-rate maximization case where the scheduler
simply selects the best antenna.

D. Second-Stage CSI Feedback

After the users are scheduled in the first stage, the scheduled
users are polled for the quantized values of their channel
vectors from all the base-stations in the second stage. For this
purpose, the total number of bits available for the second stage,
B2 = B−B1, is divided equally among the Ns sub-bands. The
B2/Ns bits on each sub-band is then divided equally among
the users scheduled on that sub-band. For clarity, assume an
arbitrary sub-band with Us users scheduled on it (note that
|Us| < MI as we have a total of MI antennas on each sub-
band). Each user on this sub-band can therefore use a total
of b = B2/(NsUs) bits for quantizing its I channel vectors
from each base-station, each of which is an M × 1 complex
vector. Then, the quantized channel information is used to
design the zero-forcing beamforming vectors for the scheduled
users by assuming that the quantized channel vectors in the
second stage are accurate.

To complete the specifications of the second stage, we need
to determine how each user allocates its b bits for quantizing
the I channel vectors from different base-stations. For this
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Fig. 3. Two-stage CSI feedback scheme

purpose, we use the bit allocation rule (29) derived in Section
III, where the quantization bits are allocated in proportion
to the norm of the channel vector in logarithmic scale. As
shown before, this approach minimizes the residual interfer-
ence caused by the inevitable inaccuracy of the beamforming
vector design due to limited CSI.

Finally, we need to devise an optimal allocation of feedback
bits between the first and the second stages. The theoretical
scaling law of Section IV shows that most bits should be
allocated to the first stage, and the second stage should use
only a portion of log(B)/B bits. But this derivation does
not account for the need to feedback along the frequency
dimensions, and it is an asymptotic result in the limit as
B → ∞. A practical implementation likely needs to search
for the optimal bit allocation heuristically.

Fig. 3 summarizes the proposed two-stage channel feedback
scheme for agile scheduling-beamforming in network MIMO-
OFDMA systems.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We now present numerical simulation to validate the asymp-
totic scaling law, and to evaluate the performance of the ASB
algorithm in practical settings.

A. Sum Rate Performance in the Flat-Fading Case

We begin by simulating a multicell deployment with a cell
radius of C = 0.5km, a 3dB breakpoint distance of δ = 0.1km,
a path-loss exponent ζ = 3.8, a transmission gain of G0 =
20dB, and M = 4 antennas per base-station. The number
of cells, the number of users per cell, and the transmit SNR
vary throughout the simulations and are specified separately
for each simulation result.

We start with the CSI quantization bit allocation problem
discussed in Section IV-B. Fig. 4 compares the downlink sum
rate per cell as a function of the total number of feedback bits
per cell, where we compare the optimal CSI quantization bit
allocation rule (28) with the case where one allocates equal
number of bits for quantizing vector channels from different
base-stations. As the figure shows, the optimized bit allocation
provides significant gains in the sum rate. Furthermore, the
gain in sum rate increases with the number of cells.

The next simulation result corresponds to the beamforming-
scheduling bit allocation problem addressed in Section IV-D.
In this regard, Fig. 5 plots the optimal percentage of bits
that should be allocated to the second feedback stage for
maximizing the sum rate, i.e., B2/B, and compares it with the
analytic bit allocation result in (46). As the figure verifies, the
ratio B2/B behaves as logB/B as B increases. Thus, in spite
of the number of approximations used in deriving our main
theoretical result, the resulting scaling law agrees remarkably
well with the practical simulation. Note that a system with 300
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Fig. 4. CSI quantization bit allocation: optimal vs. equal bit allocation for
I = 2 and 4 cells, SNR = 15dB, and 300 users per cell.
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Fig. 5. Beamforming-scheduling bit allocation: percentage of bits assigned to
the beamforming feedback stage, i.e. B2/B, for I = 2 cells, SNR = 15dB,
and 300 users per cell.

users per cell is simulated here in order to validate the result
in the asymptotic regime.

Next, we address the system performance in terms of the
downlink sum rate. Fig. 6 compares the performance of the
proposed two-stage feedback mechanism (with optimized bit
allocations) with the performance of the conventional ZFBF
scheme with greedy user selection (with optimized number of
users participating in the feedback process). The figure shows a
significant improvement in the downlink sum rate. The reason
is that the two-stage scheme allows more users to participate
in the feedback process and is therefore much more efficient
in finding users with better channel conditions, which in this
case are the users closer to the base-stations.

It is important to note that all the rate improvements
offered by the two-stage scheme are achieved in spite of its
significantly lower computational complexity. Our simulation
experience indicates that the scheduling part of the two-stage
scheme can be performed about 8-10 times faster than that
of the one-stage ZFBF scheme. Note that the complexity
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Fig. 6. Two-stage beamforming-scheduling algorithm vs. ZFBF with greedy
user selection for I = 2 cells, SNR = 15dB, and 300 users per cell.

advantage of ASB over ZFBF also implies that the two-
stage feedback scheme proposed in this paper is much more
efficient than the two-stage scheme of [4]. This is because the
scheduling stage of [4] essentially uses ZFBF.

B. Network MIMO-OFDMA Under Proportional Fairness

The effectiveness of the two-stage channel quantization and
feedback scheme is further evaluated for an OFDMA system
for a macrocell network MIMO deployment with 7 cells
and 30 users per cell over 20MHz bandwidth. The available
bandwidth is divided into 18 sub-bands, each of size 1.08
MHz, corresponding to about 1 µs delay spread. The base-
stations are equipped with two antennas each, and are 1km
apart. In this simulation, each user feeds back its best two
subbands, i.e., the parameter S = 2. Figs. 7 and 8 show the
achievable downlink sum rate per cell as a function of total
number of feedback bits per cell and transmit power. Fig. 9
shows the cumulative density function of the achieved user
rates under proportionally fair scheduling. The conventional
scheme here refers to the ZFBF scheme with greedy user
selection in which each user quantizes its channel with a fixed
number of bits. The perfect CSI scheme refers to the scheme
in which perfect CSI is known in both stages of the two-stage
ASB process.

It is clear that the two-stage ASB algorithm significantly
outperforms the conventional ZFBF scheme. With 3000 feed-
back bits per cell per coherence time and the transmit power
of 39dBm per base-station as shown in Fig. 8, (which at
1ms coherence time, corresponds to a very small fraction of
the downlink sum rate), the network MIMO with imperfect
CSI can already approach the perfect CSI case. Note that the
feedback bits here do not account for channel magnitude/phase
quantization for either ASB or ZFBF.

C. Network MIMO in a Realistic Urban Environment

Finally, to validate the effectiveness of the two-stage ASB
algorithm on realistic deployments, we use a ray-tracing-
based model [6] to simulate an urban small-cell deployment
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF A REALISTIC URBAN SMALL-CELL DEPLOYMENT

Layout 240m×240m
Number of Cells 7
Number of Users/Cell 7
No. of Antennas per Base-station 2
No. of Antennas per Remote User 1
Antenna Height at Base-station 8m
Antenna Height at Remote User 1.5m
Base-to-Base Distance 100m
Carrier Frequency 763MHz
Frequency Reuse 1
Bandwidth 10 MHz
OFDM Subcarrier 15 kHz
PRB Bandwidth 180 kHz
Transmit Power 20 dBm
Antenna Gain 15 dBi
Background Noise −170dBm/Hz

Fig. 10. A section of downtown Paris with small-cell deployment.

with 7 base-stations with two antennas per base-station and
7 users per cell over an 240m by 240m area. The simulation
parameters are listed in Table I. As shown in the SINR map
in Fig. 11, without network MIMO only the areas with a line
of sight from the base-station get appreciable SINR, whereas
much of elsewhere experiences poor SINR.

The situation improves significantly with network MIMO.
As shown in Fig. 12, with 8000 feedback bits per cell, most of
the areas in the cell are now capable of supporting 10-20Mbps
per user. This can be compared visually with the perfect-
CSI case, which is shown in Fig. 13. In fact, with perfect
CSI, the simulated per-cell sum rate is about 245Mbps, and
the two-stage ASB algorithm with 8000 feedback bits already
achieves 88% of the sum rate with perfect CSI, as shown in
Table II. The cumulative density functions of rates plotted in
Fig. 14 further show that the loss from the perfect CSI case
is small and is uniformly distributed across all users. If we
assume a coherence time of 1ms (roughly corresponding to
vehicular speed), the total feedback overhead of 8000 bits is
below 5% of the downlink total rate (before accounting for
channel magnitude/phase quantization). This particular ASB
scheme is optimized with sub-band spacing of about 180KHz,
and where each user feeds back its best S = 21 spatial-
frequency sub-channels. About 20% of the total feedback bits
are devoted to the first stage in this case. (The value 20% is
chosen with a numerical search.) Table II also lists results for
other feedback settings. These results show that the proposed
two-stage ASB scheme is an attractive solution for practical

Fig. 11. SINR map of the small-cell deployment in Paris.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF A URBAN SMALL-CELL DEPLOYMENT WITH LIMITED

FEEDBACK

Feedback Best Best Feedback Sum Rate % of Perfect
Bits/Cell K S Overhead (Mbps) CSI Case

2000 3 7 1.5% 142 58%
4000 2 11 2.4% 169 69%
8000 1 21 3.7% 216 88%

system implementation.
As mentioned throughout this paper, the feedback bits here

do not include channel magnitude/phase feedback. Here, we
explicitly account for this overhead. Using the 8000-bit-per-
cell feedback as an example, with 55 PRB’s, 7 cells, and
2 antenna per cell, the indexing of each PRB in the first
stage requires about 9-10 bits. The first stage of ASB is
similar to OBF for which it has been shown in [11] that 3
additional bits of channel magnitude quantization is sufficient.
Thus, accounting for channel magnitude quantization in the
first stage results in at most 30% overhead. Likewise in the
second stage, the optimal number of bits for channel direction
quantization is about 8-9 bits per scheduled user. Assuming
3-4 bits for quantizing each of the magnitude and the phase,
plus 2-3 bits for selecting the appropriate channel direction
quantizer for each scheduled user (based on the channel
magnitude), this results in an overall about doubling of the
feedback overhead. Nevertheless, since 8000 feedback bits
represent less than 4% of the total downlink data rate, the
total amount of feedback is quite reasonable (and in any case
less than 10%) for the overall system.

Finally, we note that the rate computation here is based on
the achieved SINR. An adaptive modulation stage subsequent
to scheduling and beamforming is assumed here for achieving
these rates.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows that it is possible to design efficient CSI
feedback scheme for the network MIMO system to approach
the perfect CSI performance with only modest amount of feed-
back. The key idea is to use a two-stage feedback mechanism
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Fig. 12. Network MIMO rate map with 8000-bit-per-cell limited feedback
for the small-cell deployment.

Fig. 13. Network MIMO rate map with perfect CSI for the small-cell
deployment.

together with an agile scheduling and beamforming scheme to
capture the benefit of multiuser diversity in the first stage and
that of spatial multiplexing gains in the second stage.

On a theoretical front, this paper derives the performance
scaling law for the proposed two-stage feedback mechanism.
It is shown that the number of bits reserved for the second
beamforming feedback stage should scale logarithmically with
the total number of feedback bits. Further, in quantizing
CSI from different base-stations in the second stage, each
user should allocate its feedback bit budget in proportion
to the corresponding channel magnitudes in dB scale. The
bit allocation results are then used to show that the overall
system performance scales double-logarithmically with the
total feedback rate, linearly with the total number of antennas,
and logarithmically with the transmit SNR, thus achieving both
spatial and multiuser diversity gains.

On a practical front, this paper presents numerical results to
show that the proposed scheme, in comparison to conventional
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Fig. 14. Cumulative density function of user rates in an urban small-cell
deployment: perfect CSI vs. limited feedback with 8000 feedback bits.

feedback mechanisms, improves both the downlink sum rate
and the network utility. A feature of this paper is in its use of
realistic deployment channel model to generate the rate maps
for network MIMO systems under limited feedback. Finally,
the advantages of the proposed ASB scheme are achieved in
spite of a significant reduction in the scheduling computational
complexity, which makes the proposed scheme an attractive
solution for practical system implementation.

APPENDIX

This appendix provides a justification for the approximation
process in defining the virtual SINR (18) in Section IV-A,
where we replace the numerator and the denominator in the
SINR expression with their expected values. To this end, define

Xπ(mi),j =

∣∣∣∣∣∑
k∈I

g†kπ(mi)vkj

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (53)

The sum rate upper bound (17) can then written as:

R =MI log

(
E
[
1+

ρXπ(mi),π(mi)

1+Iπ(mi)

])
, (54)

where Iπ(mi) is the interference power:

Iπ(mi) = ρ
∑

j 6=π(mi)

Xπ(mi),j . (55)

In the asymptotic regime, where B → ∞, any efficient
feedback mechanism should force the interference power to
zero; otherwise, the rate expression would saturate in high
SNR regime. For example, for the feedback scheme proposed
in this paper, if we consider the interference term in the
denominator of (41) and apply the bit allocation rules in (45)
and (46), we see that the interference power diminishes as
lnB/B as B →∞.

We therefore expect Xπ(mi),j→0, for j 6=π(m), as B→∞.
Furthermore, our numerical results suggest that, for the
scheduling-beamforming scheme in this paper, the ratio

σ2
Xπ(mi),j

E[X2
π(mi),j ]

=
E
[∣∣Xπ(mi),j − E[Xπ(mi),j ]

∣∣2]
E[X2

π(mi),j ]
(56)
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also diminishes as B → ∞. This result, although difficult
to prove due to the complexity of Xπ(mi),j’s probability
distribution function, suggests that one can safely ignore
the difference term

(
Xπ(mi),j − E[Xπ(mi),j ]

)
in comparison

with E[Xπ(mi),j ] and therefore safely use the approximation
Xπ(mi),j ≈ E[Xπ(mi),j ].

Using this justification, we can approximate the SINR terms
in (54) as follows:

E

1+ ρXπ(mi),π(mi)

1+ρ
∑

j 6=π(mi)
Xπ(mi),j


≈ E

1+ ρXπ(mi),π(mi)

1+ρ
∑

j 6=π(mi)
E[Xπ(mi),j ]


= 1+

ρE[Xπ(mi),π(mi)]

1+ρ
∑

j 6=π(mi)
E[Xπ(mi),j ]

which justifies replacing each random variable in the SINR
expression with its expected value as in (18).
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